Interdependence of H+, Ca2+, and Pi (or vanadate) sites in sarcoplasmic reticulum ATPase.
The phosphorylation of sarcoplasmic reticulum ATPase with Pi in the absence of Ca2+ was studied by equilibrium and kinetic experimentation. The combination of these measurements was then subjected to analysis without assumptions on the stoichiometry of the reactive sites. The analysis indicates that the species undergoing covalent interaction is the tertiary complex E X Pi X Mg formed by independent interaction of the two ligands with the enzyme. The binding constant of Pi or Mg2+ to either free or partially associated enzyme is approximately equal to 10(2) M-1, and no significant synergistic effect is produced by one ligand on the binding of the other; the equilibrium constant (Keq) for the covalent reaction E X Pi X Mg E-P X Mg is approximately equal to 16, with kphosph = 53 s-1, and khyd = 3-4 s-1 (25 degrees C, pH 6.0, no K+). The phosphorylation reaction of sarcoplasmic reticulum ATPase with Pi is highly H+ dependent. Such a pH dependence involves the affinity of enzyme for different ionization states of Pi, as well as protonation of two protein residues per enzyme unit in order to obtain optimal phosphorylation. The experimental data can then be fitted satisfactorily assuming pK values of 5.7 and 8.5 for the two residues in the nonphosphorylated enzyme (changing to 7.7 for one of the two residues, following phosphorylation) and values of 50.0 and 0.58 for the equilibrium constants of the H2(E X HPO4) in equilibrium with H(E-PO3) + H2O and H(E X HPO4) in equilibrium with E-PO3 + H2O reactions, respectively. In addition to the interdependence of H+ and phosphorylation sites, an interdependence of Ca2+ and phosphorylation sites is revealed by total inhibition of the Pi reaction when two high affinity calcium sites per enzyme unit are occupied by calcium. Conversely, occupancy of the phosphate site by vanadate (a stable transition state analogue of phosphate) inhibits high affinity calcium binding. The known binding competition between the two cations and their opposite effects on the phosphorylation reaction suggest that interdependence of phosphorylation site, H+ sites, and Ca2+ sites is a basic mechanistic feature of enzyme catalysis and cation transport.